ANDY, REAGAN CLASH

BOSTON (UPI) - Republican Ronald Reagan and independent John Anderson are in the first debate of the 1980 presidential campaign Sunday night, attacking each other as President Carter - the man they want to unseat.

Reagan and Anderson will face each other in a nationally televised debate on issues ranging from military spending, taxes, inflation, abortion, energy, and the role of religion in politics in the hour-long debate being held in CBS, NBC and public broadcasting stations to an audience estimated at 35 million people.

The debate will be held in the first of five town hall meetings arranged by the National League of Cities. Officials of the League have given the candidates a chance to show their personal views on the issues they have chosen to debate.
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News In Brief

Cosmonauts Resting Sunday

The Soviet space agency late Sunday
announced that the two cosmonauts
who spent 17 days orbiting Earth will
be returning to the Soviet Union. The
agency, which did not give the
names of the cosmonauts, said they
were in excellent condition.

Reagan Leads Ohio Poll

President Reagan is leading in a new
poll of Ohio Democrats, 45% to 40%.
The survey was conducted by the
Ohio Democratic Party.

6 Americans Die In Crash

A U.S. Air Force plane crashed in
Ontario, Canada, killing all six
Aerobatic Team performers. The
plane was performing at a show in
Ontario.

Psychologist Warned Of Riot

A 53-year-old man has been
warned by a psychologist to stay
away from his wife's home after
she told him she was going to kill
him.

Tank Car Blast Investigated

Four men were killed and 11 others
were injured when a tank car
exploded in Oklahoma City.

Wine Strike Nearly Over?

A strike by wine workers was
nearing an end after the union
agreed to a new contract.

Man Charged In Fatal Bombing

A man has been charged with
manslaughter in the death of a 3-year-
old boy who was killed in a fire
that started after a bomb was
thrown into his home.

Mystery Flu Hits P.R.

A mystery flu that killed two
people has broken out in Puerto
Rico.

Drownings Not At Draper

Two children were found dead
in a swimming pool at a
Draper, Utah, home.

Turkey Means Business

Turkey is a key player in
the Middle East, with
significant influence in
politics and economics.

Tetracycline Not So New?

The antibiotic tetracycline has
been around for decades, but
its effectiveness has been
rediscovered.

Soviet Leaves Embassy

The Soviet embassy in Washington
has been closed due to
security concerns.

Cool Front Is Coming

A cool front is moving in, bringing
lower temperatures and
winds.

Iraq-Iran War Spreads

The conflict between Iraq and Iran
is spreading, with both sides
engaging in military operations.

Salvador Backing Terrorists?

The Salvadoran government is
supporting terrorist groups in the
region.

...
State Fair Schedule

Honolulu Mayor Loses In Primary

Lawyers Argue Defense

COMING

Midwest
One Special
Place
for
FALL SAVINGS

Thurs., Fri. & Sat. Oct. 2, 3, & 4

Merchants throughout Midwest City will be putting their best buys forward for three big days to help ease the pinch on tight budgets. Shop the ads in this special edition then come to Midwest City for big values from our friendly merchants.

FREE BALLOONS!

From participating merchants, while quantities last.

Watch for it!

STORM WINDOWS

STORM WINDOWS

DOUBLE CARPORT

20' x 20' CARPORT

$2699

$399

We not only sell Zenith but also services it. Ask about our 1-year picture tube warranty.

Our prices won't scare you!

Whirlpool

DECKER & SONS TV & APPLIANCES

4603 S.E. 29th DEL CITY 670-2700

Americans Welcome Now

2 GREAT REASONS FOR YOU TO BUY FROM FLOYD'S TV

1. 24th Price Sale

FANTASTIC SAVINGS

FREE PORTABLE TV

$229

$99.95

COZUMEL & CANCUN FOR PEANUTS

50% off

WITH THE PURCHASE OF ANY CURTIS MATHEMATIC COLOR TV

STORM WINDOWS

PATIO COVER

PATIO ENCLOSURE

PATIO ENCLOSURE

$149

$149

$49

$49

$49

$49

$49
Brain Tissue Growth Rate Unsteady?

By LPS

The brain of a human being grows throughout life, but the rate at which it grows is not constant. In infancy, the rate is high, but it slows down as the child grows. In adulthood, the rate is very low, but it increases again in old age. This increase in growth rate is due to the formation of new brain cells, which is called neurogenesis. In this article, we will explore the factors that affect brain growth and how it changes throughout life.

Financial Planning Important

By NPS

No matter what your age, it is important to plan for your financial future. This includes saving for retirement, building an emergency fund, and planning for unexpected expenses. In this article, we will discuss the importance of financial planning and provide tips on how to get started.

Preparation

By MPS

Preparation is key to success in any endeavor. Whether it's preparing for a test, a presentation, or a project, taking the time to prepare will help you achieve your goals. In this article, we will discuss the importance of preparation and provide tips on how to get started.

Gasohol Changing Agriculture?

By MPS

Gasohol, a mixture of gasoline and alcohol, has become a popular fuel source in many parts of the world. It is made from crops like corn, rice, and sugarcane, which have been grown specifically for this purpose. In this article, we will explore the impact of gasohol on agriculture and discuss the potential benefits and challenges of this new fuel source.

Antiques On Rise

By NPS

Antiques have become a popular investment for many people in recent years. They can be both beautiful and profitable, making them a great option for those looking to invest. In this article, we will discuss the current state of the antiques market and provide tips on how to get started.

Balance Budget, Layoff Politicians

By DRS

The budget is a critical issue for politicians, and it can be difficult to balance the needs of the economy with the demands of the political process. In this article, we will discuss the challenges of balancing the budget and provide tips on how to achieve a balance.

No Ban On Homosexuals

Under a Justice Department order issued on Jan. 13, the agency has the opportunity to promptly implement the ban. The president of the United States has the authority to take action on the same issue. The best way to deal with this is to have a clear understanding of the issue and its implications.

‘University Of The Air’ Planned

By VHR

A university is planning to open a campus in the air, offering courses in various fields. The university will be housed in a hot air balloon, which will travel from city to city, offering students the opportunity to learn in a unique and exciting environment.

Cataracts, Cause And Cure?

By PHV

Cataracts are a common cause of vision loss, affecting millions of people each year. They are caused by the development of a cloudy lens in the eye, which can be treated with surgery. In this article, we will discuss the causes and treatments of cataracts, as well as the latest research on their prevention.

We're Doing The Best We Know How!

By WP

We are committed to doing the best we can to serve our customers and ensure their satisfaction. We value feedback and are always looking for ways to improve our services. If you have any suggestions or concerns, please let us know and we will do our best to address them.

Comfort From Turkey

The military takeover in Turkey has caused a great deal of concern, but there are ways to find comfort in difficult times. One way is to focus on the positive aspects of life and the things that bring us joy. In this article, we will discuss ways to find comfort in difficult times and ways to deal with stress.

Reagan Not Alone

By DLS

In the wake of the military coup in Turkey, the United States has taken a strong stance against the coup leaders. This is part of a broader trend of increased support for democratic institutions and values. In this article, we will discuss the response of the United States to the coup and the implications for the future of democracy in Turkey.
Clayton Not On Tapes

Bye-Bye Richie

Bye-Bye Richie

Bye-Bye Richie

Progress Reported In Three Teachers' Strikes

Pope Attacks Abortion

Rain Floods Rivers

Polish Mass Broadcast

Playing For Time

Redgrave's Performance Leaves Show Behind

TV Stations In Bind

Court Action Threatened
Titan Missile: No Explosion Danger Seen

DURHAM, N.C. (AP) - A 60-foot-tall Titan II intercontinental ballistic missile was fired on the lawns of Duke University on Monday, but military officials said there is no explosion danger from the test.

Two of the nation's largest Senate committees are preparing to begin hearings on the nation's nuclear arsenal as the Senateorking toward a nuclear arms treaty with Russia.

The Senate Armed Services Committee and the Senate Foreign Relations Committee are expected to meet in the next few weeks to discuss the treaty and the nation's nuclear policy.

O-STATE Did Fine -- Except For 3rd Quarter

By William O. White

The Oklahoma State football team had a strong showing in the first quarter of its game against the University of Arkansas, but struggled in the third quarter.

The Sooners scored three touchdowns in the first quarter, but were held scoreless in the second and third quarters.

Sims Fails By Five

Bid For Rookie Record Ends With 95

But Unbeaten Lions Whip Cards, 20-7

By Ken Stabler

The Detroit Lions defeated the Los Angeles Rams, 20-7, in a game that saw the Lions' quarterback, Ken Stabler, come close to breaking a rookie record.

Stabler threw for 294 yards and three touchdowns, but missed on an attempt to break the rookie record for most passing yards in a game.

White, Dallas Sizzle

The Dallas Cowboys defeated the New York Giants, 24-7, in a game that saw the Cowboys' quarterback, Roger Staubach, throw for 332 yards and two touchdowns.

Oilers Rush By Colts As Stabler Totals 219

By Jack Lengyel

The Houston Oilers defeated the Baltimore Colts, 7-6, in a game that saw Oilers quarterback Joe Namath throw for 219 yards and a touchdown.

Bengals Upend Pittsburgh With Late FG By Sunter

By Bob Heilman

The Cincinnati Bengals defeated the Pittsburgh Steelers, 20-17, in a game that saw the Bengals' kicker, Jim Sunter, make a game-winning field goal.

Tough Oak Tree Beats British Golfers

By Bob Heineman

The British Open golf tournament was held in Scotland, and the Oak Tree Golf Club in the United States was the site of the American Open.

The Oak Tree's tough golf course was a challenge for British players, who had to navigate treacherous bunkers and difficult greens.
The Latest Line

NFL Standings

Ferragamo Fuels Rams

By United Press International

Dallas quarterback Roger Staubach had a field day against New York last week, but he's not the only quarterback in the NFL who is having a great year. Dan Marino of Miami and Jim Kelly of Buffalo are also putting up big numbers. Marino has thrown for over 2,000 yards and 18 touchdowns, while Kelly has passed for 1,800 yards and 14 touchdowns.

Pastorini Weathers Boos, Redskins

By United Press International

Rams quarterback James Harris had an off day against Dallas, but he's still putting up great numbers. Harris has thrown for over 2,500 yards and 15 touchdowns this season. He's also completed over 60% of his passes.

Guidry, Gossage Fire 3-Hitter For Yankees

By United Press International

Yankees pitcher Tom Seaver had a great day against the Red Sox last week, but he's not the only pitcher in the league who is having a great year. Catfish Hunter of the Athletics and Steve Carlton of the Phillies are also putting up great numbers.

Ruhle Hurls Astros To Top

By United Press International

Astros pitcher Mike Fiers had a great day against the Pirates last week, but he's not the only pitcher in the league who is having a great year. Tim Leger of the Royals and Greg Maddux of the Cubs are also putting up great numbers.

Fourball Results

By United Press International

The Fourball tournament is in full swing, with some great matches being played. John Daly and Vijay Singh are leading the tournament, with a score of 63. Rory Sabbatini and Tiger Woods are in second place, with a score of 65.
Class 3A Kiss Of Death Planted On Lawton Mac

The Rankings

The Cosmos, however, were not at all impressed by the performance of their playmates in the district.

The Cosmos are currently tied with the Lawton Mac, 10-10, after a tough game.

One Year Ago

In the previous game, the Cosmos defeated the Lawton Mac, 12-10, in a close contest.

10 Years Ago

The Cosmos have never lost to the Lawton Mac in ten years of competition.

Maravich Loses Fire, Retires

Young Claims 25-Footer On 18

Boosts Trevino

Stone Pacces Stocks Into Fair

OCU Meet Opens OU Golf State